Sherpes’s 2016 Orienteering Hash
30 January 2016  Hash #1710
Hare: Sherpes
Hashers.......................................31
New Boots....................................0
Visitors.........................................4
Quadrupeds..................................3
Shiggy Rating...............................4
Beer Stops....................................2
Shot Stops....................................1
It was a warm and pleasant January day that brought us the spectacular 2016 Sherpes
Orienteering Hash. For those uninitiated with Sherpes trails, they don’t exactly follow
traditional hashing protocols and are unlike other trails you’re bound to encounter. Except
for the lack of marks… that’s something to which we are all accustomed.
Trail instead was a series of waypoints, each having a map with a clue to the next stop. We
started at Casa de Sherpes in Point Breeze, suspiciously close to the Homewood Cemetery.
Indeed, the pack ducked inside at the first convenient hole in the fence.
After defacing the solemn memorials, we popped out of the cemetery
along Forbes Avenue. The pack mindlessly crossed traffic and
ducked into Frick Park. Most of the hounds made it to the first beer stop right away,
while others took a nice and lengthy detour before dropping by.
Sherpes then took us on a whirlwind tour of the park. Our second beer stop was nestled
within every jagger bush known to the region, all thoughtfully transplanted onto one
small hillside. Hey, at least it wasn’t summer when they’ll be in their full skin-tearing
glory.
We exited the park in its southern regions, near the baseball field,
and even reused some trail from a recent pick-up hash. The pack had a final shot stop at
the house of a retired hasher whose name sadly I cannot recall.
A quick sprint led us to the on-in. Sadly one of our own took a spill
and had to make a visit to the local sawbones. She’s doing well,
although reports state that a loose tooth may not survive. Get well
soon Don’t Talk Back, and we’ll bring the mouth guard / dental dam
next time.
A lovely pasta dinner was our reward for this shit show, and not even burned counter tops
stopped the celebration. A wonky door helped Just Brit earn herself the name of Pounded
In the Can, after trapping herself in the bathroom.
Bon appétit, T-Boner
Hashers: Dick-a-day, Noah, Cock Smitten, Mac & Sleeze, Sweetums, E=MC Hammered, Lips of Steel, Scrum Guzzler,
Buns, Black Clap, Golden Showers, Don't Talk Baaack aka Gummy, Cuffed & Battered, WMD, T-Boner, Dirty Gerbil,
Ogre Under, Wroughten Pussy, Spermit, ICP, Token Squirter, Mayor Bloomy, Soggy Box, Pinch, Myhoginme, Any
Cock’ll Do, WheelBarrowWilly, Dr Strokinoff, Shitty Titty Gang Bang, DM, Just Brit (Pounded In The Can)

